Webnote 503

Internal Assessment

Assessment Guides: how to write ‘best’ Internal Coursework
A. Intro: 5-10
lines
1 paragraph

A.

intro

Get more marks Focus
Criterion A: Diagrams 3 marks
Criterion B: Terminology 2 marks
Criterion C: Application 2 marks
(A-E = 14 marks)
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B

link

Note: assuming that
the student writes 50
lines to add up to
750 words
Please note that this
writing model is
only a guideline and
is not a requirement.

2-3 paragraphs
or analyse + evaluate
in same paragraphs

Criterion B: Terminology 2 marks
Criterion C: Application 2 marks
(A-E = 14 marks)

lines: 1 paragraph. This
targets the marks in
criterion C
(Application) and D
(Analysis)

Paragraph plan

C. Analysis circa 15-20
lines

Get more marks Focus

B. link:5-10

Writing Model

Paragraph 1:

Intro

C. analysis
(insights)

D.

evaluation
(insights)

D. evaluationcirca 15-20 + lines
do this in latter part of
commentary OR in C

(focus on marks for criteria B and C )

§ Why - Was this article/extract chosen? (Highlight
clearly the parts of the article (extract) that you are
analysing with a highlighting pen.)
§ Summary- very,very brief summary of the story
§ definitions- define key terms (that connect with article)
§ links- make clear links to the syllabus. Write the
link clearly using the key vocabulary!
Paragraph 2:

Link (focus on marks for criteria A, B, C )

• Economic theory: develop link to extract
• Use quotations to make a connection between extract
and theory
• Use definition where necessary i.e. key terms
• Introduce diagram to emphasise link to syllabus.
• Put ‘data’ from the extract on the diagram
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Paragraph 3:

Get more marks
Focus

§
§

Criterion A: Diagrams 3
marks
Criterion B: Terminology 2
marks

§
§
§

Criterion C: Application 2
marks

Criterion D: Analysis 3 marks
(A-E = 14 marks)

Analysis (focus on marks for criteria A, B, C and D)
Carry out an analysis of the extract showing how the theory
connects with the story
Expert use of diagram (s) essential here. Try and use
prices/data from the extract in your diagrams. Make exact
references to the diagram eg see diagram 1 below
Use appropriate quotations
Use appropriate definitions
Think about doing the evaluation here i.e. combine analysis
with evaluation

Paragraph 3 and/or 4:

Get more marks
Focus
Criterion A: Diagrams 3
marks
Criterion B: Terminology 2

Evaluation (of theory and concepts) (focus

on marks for criteria A,B, C, D and E )
§ Evaluate your input in paragraphs 2 and 3 above and
make a decision based on the planning you have done on
your coverpage item 7 – see below on page 3 of this

webnote
§ TRY and integrate ANALYSIS + EVALUATION

marks

§

Criterion C: Application 2
marks

Criterion D: Analysis 3 marks
Criterion E: Evaluation 4
marks

(A-E = 14 marks)

§
§

Try and demonstrate how the theory applies to the story
(or not) and highlight if it makes it possible to view the
extract from the point of view of an economist. See item 7
below. See also notes on webnote 614.
Does economic theory work or not to explain the story?
MAKE a DECISION or “Judgement” !!

Using Diagrams effectively!!!
Price of
apples
D
Pg 4

Fig 1: Buffer Stock Scheme to show regulated price
floor price
=pg3
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6 Diagram Tips:
1.
2.

title must be detailed and should
include the words ‘to show’. Number
the diagram (S)
all key points on diagram must be
labeled
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q2

Ceiling
Price =
Pg1

Labels:
S= supply
D = Demand
Pg = government
price
E = equilibrium

QQuantity of
apples
6 Diagram Tips:
3.
4.
5.
6.

refer to exact points in the diagram
from the paragraph/text of answer
may be drawn in pencil
underline the title clearly
Words in diagram are NOT included
in the word count.
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How to Evaluate?

criterion E (4 marks)

Be sure to get to Path A (below) and if your article is good you might be
able to get to Path B.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adv vs Disadv.
show stakeholders
long run vs short run
prioritize issues

Economic theory works?

E

1. yes or no or
partly?

Evaluation

2. why?
3. limitations?
Focus on
problem in
extract

Does economics
have a
solution?

Partly!
Does theory have
limitations??

No!
Yes!

( Path B) Evaluate

( Path A) Evaluation
Evaluate problem
in article:

theory in relation to
‘story’
Solution to problem
in article:
Does economics have a solution to
the problems in the extract?
Here you might have the chance to
show that economics also has
viable solutions to the issues
discussed in the extract
Eg.externalities

OR

NOT !
Limitations?
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Why?

Economic theory explains the problem.
This will also have been demonstrated via
criterion D

+

1.
2.
3.
4.

Analysis has shown stakeholders
or long run vs. short run
or advantages vs. disadvantages
or prioritize

Note:be sure to explain why and justify
your judgement/decision.

why?
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IA Coursework Planner- use Webnote 501

Diagrams + quotes for your IA:

2 Tips here!
Ø Note: write in quotes that you intend to use for planning-before you
write
Ø Note: draw the diagrams for planning-before you write
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